Complex AIOD treatment with VBX and kissing-CERAB technique. When, how and results
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INTRODUCTION

KISSING-CERAB FOR AORTIC BIFURCATION INVOLVEMENT
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AORTIC BIFURCATION ONLY
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AORTIC BIFURCATION & EXTENSIVE INFRA-IUXTA-PARARENAL AORTA
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EXTENSIVE AORTIC INVOLVEMENT

- Aortic disease proximal extension
  - Below IMA
  - Above IMA
  - Infrarenal
  - Iuxtarenal
  - Pararenal
- Aortic wall quality
- Aortic diameters
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VBX KISSING STENTS
VBX KISSING STENTS
NEW GENERATION BE CONFORMABILITY
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CERAB
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Protrusion Mismatch
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Geometrical consequences of kissing stents and the Covered Endovascular Reconstruction of the Aortic Bifurcation configuration in an in vitro model for endovascular reconstruction of aortic bifurcation

Influence of Iliac Stenotic Lesions on Blood Flow Patterns Near a Covered Endovascular Reconstruction of the Aortic Bifurcation (CERAB) Stent Configuration

In vivo geometry of the kissing stent and covered endovascular reconstruction of the aortic bifurcation configurations in aortoiliac occlusive disease

CERAB

Radial Mismatch

No Radial Mismatch
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CERAB with VBX: molding of components
CERAB with VBX
CORAL REEF INFRA-RENAL AORTIC OCCLUSION
CERAB for extensive aorto-iliac

GORE AORTIC 23mm + GORE ILIAC EXTENDER 1612mm
CERAB for extensive aorto-iliac
CERAB for shaggy aorta
PARARENAL CORAL-REEF AORTIC OCCLUSION
IVL in kissing

CHIMNEY-VBX renals + Gore Iliac Extender
ABI significant improvement
Valid femoral pulses
No residual claudication
CONCLUSIONS

• In presence of severe distal aortic and iliac disease, the kissing stent with CS seems to guarantee excellent early and long term outcomes

• New generation BE CS (VBX) thanks to their conformability, represent in our experience the stent of choice.

• In case of extensive aorto-iliac disease, the CERAB conformation with Gore portfolio (VBX or VBX+Gore abdominal) allows to tailor the type of stent-graft to the patient anatomy
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